Games & Puzzles

12 Coloured Shapes Peg Board (T0146)

2 Piece Shape Puzzles(1) (T0177)

Aladdin Jigsaw (T0772)

All Kinds Of Families Board Puzzle(1)

Alphabet Floor Puzzle 30pcs (T2061)

Alphabet Snap (T0505)

Ambulance Jigsaw (1) (T2209)

Ambulance Jigsaw (2) (T3215)

Ambulance Jigsaw (3) (T3216)

Ambulance Jigsaw (4) (T3229)

Animal Lotto (T1907)

Animal Party Peg Board(1) (T0763)
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Assorted Peg Board (1) (T0482)
At The Doctors Jigsaw (T3213)
Baby Puzzles - Transport (T2609)

Beauty and The Beast Jigsaw (T0777)
Big Aeroplane Floor Puzzle (T0430)
Big Fire Engine Floor Puzzle (1) (T0167)

Black and White Tile Mat (T3001)
Blast Off (1) (T2614)
Board Games Pack (T0596)

Bouncers (1) (T2597)
Bread Board Puzzle (T1337)
British Isles Floor Puzzle (T0166)
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Bugs Building Game (T1733) Min

Busy Town Jigsaw (T0439) Min

Card Games Pack (T0504) Min

Cat and Yarn Jigsaw(1) (T1945) Min

Cat Jigsaw (T3052) Min

Caterpillar Game(Mini) (T0435) Min

Character Peg Board 1 (T0178) Min

Chicky Memo Game (T1960) Min

Children at Play Jigsaws x 3 (T0418) Min

Children of the World Floor Jigsaw (T0431) Min

Children of the World Puzzle Large(1) (T0137) Min

Christmas Jigsaw (T3238) Min
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Christmas Snap (T3239)  Min
Cinderella Jigsaw (T0774)  Min
Circles Peg Board (7) (T0108)  Min

Colour Peg Boards Pack (T0173)  Min
Colour Puzzle World(1) (T2271)  Min
Coloured Cogs Set(1) (T2275)  Min

Coloured Shape Sorting Puzzle(1) (T0164)  Min
Connect 4 (1) (T2595)  Min
Counting Caterpillars (T0445)  Min

Counting Dragon Peg Board(1) (T0143)  Min
Counting Hands Peg Board (1) (T0171)  Min
Cow and House Jigsaw(1) (T1947)  Min
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Days of the Week Jigsaw (T0530) Min
Dentist Jigsaw (T3057) Min
Design & Dress Kit (T0421) Min

Dinosaur Dash (T0527) Min
Dinosaur Floor Puzzle (T0261) Min
Dinosaur Trumps (T1956) Min

Disabilities 3 - Board Game (T0387) Min
Doe-Ray-Me Game (T2651) Min
Dog and Ball Jigsaw (T1943) Min

Duck and Ducklings Jigsaw (T1941) Min
Education through Play Numbers Jigsaw (T0162) Min
ELC Shapes Peg Board (T2632) Min
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ELC- Vehicle Peg Board (1) (T2778)  
Min

Elephant Board Jigsaw (T3054)  
Min

Emergency Bingo (T3310)  
Min

Endangered Species Floor Puzzle (T0424)  
Min

Exotic Fruit Peg Board 1 (T0555)  
Min

Fairy Princess Puzzle (T0481)  
Min

Family Outings Jigsaw (At the Circus) (T0917)  
Min

Family Outings Jigsaw (At the Farm) (T0919)  
Min

Family Outings Jigsaw (At the Park) (T0921)  
Min

Family Outings Jigsaw (At the Seaside) (T0918)  
Min

Family Outings Jigsaw (At the Soft Play) (T0441)  
Min

Family Outings Jigsaw (Birthday Party) (T0920)  
Min
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Family Outings Jigsaw (Going Swimming) (T0915) Min

Family Outings Jigsaw (Picnic) (T0916)

Farm Animals Electronic Peg Board (T0402) Min

Farm Animals Floor Puzzle (T0423) Min

Farm Animals Jigsaw (Cow) (T0932) Min

Farm Animals Jigsaw (Goose) (T0935) Min

Farm Animals Jigsaw (Goat) (T0440) Min

Farm Animals Jigsaw (Hen) (T0930) Min

Farm Animals Jigsaw (Horse) (T2621) Min

Farm Animals Jigsaw (Lamb) (T0934) Min

Farm Animals Jigsaw (Pig) (T0933) Min

Farm Animals Jigsaw (Ram) (T2619) Min
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Geo Shapes Peg Board (Green) (T0174)  Min
Geo Sorting Puzzle (T0793)  Min
Giant Fruit Peg Board (1) (T0271)  Min

Giant Shapes Peg Board (1) (T0272)  Min
Gigantic Savannah Floor Puzzle (T0438)  Min
Gingerbread Man Jigsaw (T0775)  Min

Giraffe Jigsaw (T3051)  Min
Giraffe Puzzle (T3049)  Min
Globe Trotting (T1949)  Min

Hedgehog Jigsaw (T0436)  Min
Hen and Chicks Jigsaw (T1950)  Min
Hide and Seek Bugs (1) (T1735)  Min
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Homes Jigsaws (Bungalow) (T0320)  Min
Homes Jigsaws (Caravan) (T0923)  Min
Homes Jigsaws (Detached) (T0922)  Min

Homes Jigsaws (Flats) (T0926)  Min
Homes Jigsaws (House Boat) (T0927)  Min
Homes Jigsaws (Semi Detached) (T0924)  Min

Homes Jigsaws (Terraced) (T0928)  Min
Homes Jigsaws (Thatched Cottage) (T0925)  Min
Honey Bee Tree Game (T1959)  Min

Honeycomb Hike (T1909)  Min
Hospital Bed Jigsaw (T3217)  Min
Hospital Jigsaw (1) (T2211)  Min
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House Peg Board (T0109)  Min
Humpty Dumpty Electronic Peg Board (T0401)  Min
In Autumn Jigsaw (T0613)  Min

In Winter Jigsaw (T0614)  Min
Insey Winsey Spider Game 1 (T0641)  Min
Jungle Book Jigsaw (T0776)  Min

Large Dinosaur Floor Jigsaw (T1931)  Min
Large Shapes Peg Board (T0145)  Min
LDA Language Cards - Actions (T0678)  Min

LDA Language Cards - Nouns (T0627)  Min
Lion Wooden Jigsaw (T1951)  Min
Listening to Each Other (T1934)  Min
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Living & Learning Opposites (T0230)  Min
Magnetic Dress up Doll Set x 2 (T0573)  Min
Match & Memory Board Game (1) (T0399)  Min

Match and Count (Number game) (T1912)  Min
Medium Shapes Peg Board(6PCS) (T0940)  Min
Memory Game (T0380)  Min

Milk Delivery Jigsaw (T0779)  Min
Mini Memo Game (T0434)  Min
Misfits (1) (T2615)  Min

Months of the Year Jigsaw (T0623)  Min
Mrs Honey's Hat Game(1) (T0225)  Min
Myself Peg Board(Bath Time) (T1953)  Min
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Myself Peg Board (Dinner Time) (T0386)  Min

Myself Peg Board (School Time) (T1952)  Min

Noah's Ark Jigsaw (1) (T2598)  Min

Noah's Ark Jigsaw (1) (T0112)  Min

Number Lotto (1) (T2612)  Min

Numbers Peg Board (3) (T3198)  Min

Ocean Friends Jigsaw (1) (T2593)  Min

Operation (1) (T2596)  Min

Opposite Puzzles (T0233)  Min

Opposites (Game) (T1911)  Min

Optician Jigsaw (T0617)  Min

People Misfits Puzzle (T0595)  Min
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Picasco 1 (T2745) Min

Pick and Mix People 1 (T0420) Min

Picture Pairs Game (T0546) Min

Picture Snap (T0794) Min

Pirate Island Floor Puzzle (1) (T0429) Min

Pirate Ship Floor Puzzle (1) (T2594) Min

Police Board Jigsaw (T3305) Min

Police Jigsaw (1) (T3303) Min

Police Jigsaw (3) (T3306) Min

Police Jigsaw (4) (T3307) Min

Police Jigsaw (5) (T3309) Min

Policeman Board Jigsaw (T3308) Min
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Policewoman Board Jigsaw (T3055) Min

Pop to the Shops (1) (T2617) Min

Pop-up Pirate (1) (T2360) Min

Post Box Game (T0446) Min

Postman Pat Giant Cards (T3234) Min

Postman Pat Jigsaw (T3232) Min

Postman Pat Memory Game (T3233) Min

Puff the Pop-up Dragon (1) (T2607) Min

Puzzle & Poster Set (1) (T2618) Min

Quack Quack Game (T1428) Min

Rabbit Peg Board (T3053) Min

Recycling Board Puzzle (T1334) Min
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- Rescue Squad Puzzles (T0545)
- Rhyming Cards (1) (T2377)
- Royal Mail Jigsaw (1) (T2622)
- Royal Mail Jigsaw (3) (T3231)
- Safe Places (T0236)
- Seasons Jigsaw (T0594)
- Senses Wooden Puzzle (1) (T1559)
- Shape Lotto (1) (T0235)
- Shape Snap (1) (T2190)
- Shape Sorter (1) 9 Piece (T3371)
- Sheep and Lamb Jigsaw (T1621)
- Shopping List Game 1 (T0419)
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Space Rocket Jigsaw (T0531)  Min
Spot- Peg Board (1) (T2948)  Min
Ten Little Ducks Jigsaw(1) (T0107)  Min

The Bad-Tempered LadyBird Puzzle (T2608)  Min
The Game of Ladybirds(1) (T0229)  Min
The Little Wooden Train Game (T1676)  Min

Thomas & Friends Jigsaws (T0547)  Min
Time Lotto (T0231)  Min
Toothbrushing Jigsaw (T0771)  Min

Tractor Jigsaw (T0575)  Min
Traffic Jam(1) (T0267)  Min
Turtle Lagoon (T1734)  Min
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Under the Sea Puzzle (T0437)  
Vegetable Peg Board 1 (T1130)  
Weather Jigsaw(1) (T0260)  

We're Going on a Bear Hunt Jigsaw (T2676)  
What's Rubbish Game (T0266)  
Whose Baby Game (T0232)  

Wild Animal Sliding Puzzle (1) (T3000)  
Wild World Lotto (2) (T3077)  
Wooden Butterfly Puzzle (T0647)  

Wooden Farm Board (1) (T2610)  
wooden fishing game (1) (T0447)  
Wooden Geo Board (1) (T2400)
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Wooden Shape Puzzle Board (1) (T2343)
Min

Your Food Your Teeth Game (T3349)
Min

Zebra Wooden Jigsaw (T0824)
Min